Mid City Luxury Suites are
Serviced Apartments in Central
Cairns opposite Myer Shopping
Centre. This Luxury Cairns
Accommodation offers an elegant
and affordable 4 star experience
for your Cairns Holiday Apartment
or Business and Corporate
Accommodation.
Mid City is a 5 star rated
Cairns holiday apartment
complex.
Mid City
6 McLeod Street
Cairns, Queensland
Australia
P: +61 7 4051 5050
E: accom@midcity.com.au

Quicksilver Outer-Reef Trips
Travel with Australia’s most awarded reef cruise company.
With a range of day trips or extended cruising options, it’s
a superb way to see nature’s finest in absolute comfort
and style. Quicksilver has become a highly sophisticated
company with a fleet of eleven of the most advanced
Australian made cruising vessels. Quicksilver Connections
has been voted Australia’s best tour operator. Nature
provides the reef and we’re proud to take you to where the
very best of nature’s work is found.

Outer Barrier Reef Cruise
For your experience of a lifetime, Quicksilver’s catamarans
and friendly crew will take you to a reef at the very edge
of Australia’s Continental Shelf, to an underwater world of
dazzling kaleidoscopic colour and brilliance.
Dive, snorkel, or stay dry and explore the stunning reef
from the comfort of a Quicksilver semi-sub, just one metre
underwater.

Snorkelling and Diving Trip–
Silver Series–including cruise
Silver Series have day snorkelling and diving trips, with
daily departures from Cairns and Port Douglas to the Great
Barrier Reef. Explore the outermost Great Barrier Reef
locations in style and comfort with the Silver Series, customdesigned for the thrill of diving and adventure snorkelling.
Choose from Port Douglas-based Silversonic or Cairnsbased Silverswift.

Ocean Walker
Non-swimmers can see the reef as if diving, in a helmet
‘dive’. Fresh air is delivered from the surface into your
helmet from where you will walk underwater on a reef
platform—you can even wear your glasses.

We recommend waiting until your arrival to book your tours as they can be weather dependant
and there may be a special promotion that you will be able to take advantage of.
If you specifically need to prebook any tour due to your time restrants, please contact us
directly or enquire now so we can help you via our free service tour desk.

